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Rising Food
Prices and
Growing
Hardship in
Uganda

very challenging.
At the same time, we are grateful
for all the support we have received
so that at least these children can
continue to go to school. This support
is needed now more than ever
with Uganda facing such difficult
economic times.

The Parent
Craft Group

by Mike Tumwesigye, bursar

Inflation in Uganda has hit an 18-year
high, having a tremendous impact
on all economic, social and political
activities. We now have double-digit
inflation that currently stands at 18.5
percent. One of the main drivers
of this inflation has been high food
prices, caused in part by the famine
that is gripping other East African
countries. The price of essential goods
have risen dramatically—a branch of
matoke, a staple food in Uganda, has
risen 70 percent from last year, from
about $3.50 USD to nearly $9 USD.
A litre of milk, desperately needed for
children’s nutrition, has risen almost
200 percent.
The Ugandan shilling has fallen
in value against the dollar and this
has had a substantial effect on prices
as well, drastically increasing the cost
of commodities. Another major cause
of this runaway inflation, apart from
international trends, is the high fuel
prices. This has affected the cost of
transport for goods and services thus
making the price levels skyrocket.
These inflationary trends in
Uganda are taking a heavy toll on
the general population, including
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the children and families that i.HUG
serve, who can ill afford further
economic challenges. The parents are
being hit hard and, in several cases,
they have relegated even the little
financial responsibilities they were
affording their children to us. This
has made our financial management

The Parent Craft Group is a
community economic development
initiative that began in 2009. The
aim of the group is to equip the
parents with skills to allow them to
raise their own standard of living.
We began with tailor-made jewelry,
training the parents on how to turn
ordinary clean scrap paper into
beaded jewelry. The craft group is
entirely voluntary—any parent of a
KCA student may join at any time.
Presently, the group is comprised of
8 parents.
>
Some of the parents showing their hard work which
helps them learn new skills as well as financially
helps their families as well as i.HUG.

Attendees try to decide which wonderful
piece of KCA art to purchase

i.HUG’s
Fourth Annual
Benefit Gala
On February 24, 2011 the
International HUG Foundation
(i.HUG) hosted its Fourth Annual
Benefit Gala at the National Arts Club
in New York City. This year’s Gala
raised more than $36,000, the most
ever, bringing education, health, and
hope to children in need in Uganda.
This Benefit Gala has become a
landmark social event for a growing
number of supporters. This year
was no exception. In fact, attendees
say they keep coming to the annual
event because the night captures
the essence of i.HUG’s mission in
Uganda while being celebratory in its
atmosphere.
i.HUG’s Master of Ceremonies
Danielle McGurran kicked off the
evening and kept the crowd informed
and entertained with her vibrant
humor. Special remarks were provided
by i.HUG Co-founders Joanna

i.HUG President Joanna Breitstein, Julia Daniels,
Mark Partridge and i.HUG Director Sarah Beth
Lardie are all smiles and enjoying the evening
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The Ugandan handmade jewelry
sold out in record time

Breitstein and
Paddy Luzige,
also project
manager in
Uganda, who
traveled from
Africa to talk
William Lash sells, sells, sells
for a great cause
about the real
need i.HUG is
Danielle McGurran, keeps the
filling on the
crowd laughing and informed
ground.
This year,
attendees were treated to a number of
new features. Gala Chair and i.HUG
Board Member Lynn Serra saw an
opportunity to connect Gala-goers
to the children in Uganda that are
Deena Campbell and Kelly Thomas
assist with the live auction
benefiting from our program. During
her visit to Africa in the Fall of 2010,
she worked with the children to each
create a special piece of art. The 90
Paul McCartney by Bill Bernstein, a
pieces of framed art were then sold at SONY video camera, Judith Ripka
the Gala, giving the children a chance earrings and a La Prairie Spa Gift
to help fund their own education.
Card. GLK Creative photographer
She also shot video footage of two
George Koroneos once again donated
dances performed by the children in
his time to capture all of the evening’s
Kabalagala Community Academy for
special highlights and memories,
Gala attendees to enjoy. The video
The Judith Ripka silent auction
was edited by Evan Neel and mixed
jewelry bar making a return this year,
with still photos from her time
courtesy of The Helping Hand, was
there as well as some past images
also a success. The crowd enjoyed
shot by Mark Partridge.
wonderful wines from Le Poisson
KCA Parents also contributed to
Wines, beer from Brooklyn Brewery,
the event by donating beautiful
catering from our good friend
one-of-a-kind handmade jewelry.
Christopher Robbins at Robbins Wolfe
With so many vibrant colors
and an i.HUG Gala premiere of a
and styles, every necklace sold.
tasting table from Sweet Revenge.
The parents, too, were glad to
The over $36,000 raised through
contribute and help i.HUG help
the Benefit Gala is mission-critical—
their families.
it goes so far to help support the
Auctioneer
children in i.HUG’s program, and
William Lash
it would not be possible without
kept the
everyone who supports us year to year
party moving,
and the new friends we introduce to
auctioning off
i.HUG each year.
an original
In addition to the Gala Chair Lynn
photograph of
Serra, the event would not be possible
>
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VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO:

George Koroneos
HarperCollins Publishers
Jonathan Zrihen
Judith Breitstein
Katie Gaston
Kenneth Cole
La Prairie at The Ritz Carlton Spa
Lisa Taverna-Girl Next Door Baked Goods
Lululemon
Mark Cordova & Hatteras Press
Mandarin Oriental
Mark Partridge
Microsoft
O&Co.
Peter Lograsso & PEEQ Media
Philippe-Andre Boujnah
ProFlowers
Quality House
Rue La La
Sabrina Veksler
Sharon Brodian & The Helping Hand Team
Shawn Seith
SONY Electronics Inc.
Susan Miller-SKN Artworks
Susan Santora
Marlo Scott from Sweet Revenge
Symphony Space
Vera Bradley
Weleda
William Lash

Alex Andrawes-personalwine.com
Anthony, Joe & Fran at
The National Arts Club
Avon
Barry McCaffrey
Benjamin Catering NYC
Bill Bernstein
Black & Decker
Bliss Spa
Brooks Brothers
Brooklyn Brewery
Bryn Smith
Caudalie Vinotherapie Spa
Christopher Robbins & Bobby Severini from
Robbins Wolfe Eventeurs
Clarins Fragrance Group
Clarins Skin Spa & Boutique
Clarins USA
Claudia Nieves
Connor Dougherty
Coors
Danielle McGurran
Daniel Hubbard &
Domaine Select Wines
David Yurman
David Petigrow
Dottie Gettelson
Evan Neel
Frames USA

robbinswolfe.com

lepoissonwines.com

sweetrevengenyc.com

without the Co-chairs, Junior Chairs,
and the massive group of volunteers,
whose work and dedication make this
special event possible. A very special
thanks goes out to TBWA/Chiat
Day, and Adherent Health and The
National Arts Club.
>

BENEFIT COMMITTEE

Paddy Luzige inspires with
his stories; in front of a
banner the KCA students
sent over specifically for
the Gala

JUNIOR CHAIRS
Kara Baranski
Deena Campbell
Aviva Grinnell
Krista Mehlbach
Rebecca Shineman

CHAIR
Lynn Serra
CO-CHAIRS
Danielle Liebenstein
Kelly Thomas

brooklynbrewery.com

VOLUNTEERS
Alice Oglethorpe
Carrie Ruehlman
Chelsea Stone
Christine Clayton
Claire Noland
Cristina DeOliveira
Desma Deitz
Erica Tarnoff
Heather Mikesell
Holly Pape
Jayne Carapezzi
Jenna Amelotte
Jennifer Van Horn

Katie Caporta
Lisa Bruckenstein
Lisa Taverna
Marye Chavez
Nanci McArdle
Nicole Martini
Robin Rosen
Sarah Beth Lardie
Sarah Jacobs
Sarah Kostecki
Sarah Wharton
Seth Liebenstein
Shawn Campbell
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conduct these visits,” said Andrew.
“You can look at the children, at what
they are wearing and how they are
living, and you see it is terrible. You
see the children aren’t wearing much,
there are so many sleeping to one
The induction of children for KCA’s
bed, and all of them not going
new first-grade class was a moving
to school.”
experience for Project Development
He recalls a family they visited,
Officer Andrew Asasira and the rest
where a woman and eight children
of the team at i.HUG.
lived in a one-room
With a recent grant
mud house. Only
from the American
2 children were
Embassy in Uganda,
biologically hers, the
i.HUG could now
others she found living
support an additional
on the street, so she
Andrew Asasira at a
15 children in the
decided to try to bring
Community Day event
program,and give
them up with her
them the chance to go
meager resources.
to school.
“I was stunned—you
i.HUG focuses
have to stop and think
on reaching the most
that we haven’t met
needy children in
this level of poverty,”
The slums of Kabalagala, Uganda
Kabalagala—who
said Andrew. “You get
live in extremely poor
so sad to see children
conditions, with little
who are so desperate.
sanitation and no running water.
At the same time, it gives me great
Becoming part of the program
joy to know that i.HUG can meet the
can have a tremendous impact on
needs of some of these children.”
children’s lives. i.HUG supports the
The i.HUG Foundation wishes
Kabalagala Community Academy,
to thank the US Embassy in Uganda
focused on helping children overcome for their generous support of the
the challenges of poverty by giving
first-grade class at the Kabalagala
them access to education, healthcare, Community Academy. We are grateful
and life-sustaining nutrition. The US
for the compassion and with our strict
Embassy grant funded a new grade of selection criteria, we are glad to state
children to attend KCA—its Primary 1 that those most in need have been
class—making it possible for them to
the beneficiaries.
benefit from i.HUG’s services.
The grant gives hope to children
where before there was none. But
there are so many that need help.
Therefore, i.HUG staff follow strict
criteria, including the WHO’s orphan
vulnerability index along with home
visits, to ensure the most needy
By Rajab Kidandaire,
children are prioritized.
i.HUG Deputy Teacher
“It’s with mixed emotions that we For the two years I have been at KCA,

New Grade—
and New Hope
for 15 Children

KCA-Home
Away from
Home

Deputy Teacher Rajab
Kidandaire teaches P5
Social Studies

I have come to learn that KCA is a
home beyond home. What makes me
say this is the first impression you get
the moment you approach the gate—
happy, smiling faces of the kids and
welcome hugs. Children are happy not
only enjoying school but also having
the life supposed to be enjoyed while
at home.
I come from a government
school background where school
business is entirely different. In all
my teaching experience, I had never
seen any school where teacher-pupil
relations are comparable to that of
KCA. At KCA, we are more parents
than teachers. The teachers at KCA
counsel, guide and at times use part
of their money to buy essential and
necessary items for the children.

Support Group:
Mothers
supporting one
another

by Ronald Lubali,
Community Liaison Officer
My Job as Community Liaison Officer
entails working with volunteers,
students and the people who come
to visit i.HUG. Last summer, a social
worker came to visit and I took her
for a walk around the community. We
discussed the state of parents in the
>
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“Support Group...” cont.

community—especially women. Why
speak your mind, after all we are your
women? For reasons that range from
people.
economic challenges, sickness and
It is in through the diversity of the
disease to bad behavior by some men/ group—comprised of single, married,
fathers, many women have been left
separated, and widowed women—and
with the heavy role of playing both
through the common emotional needs
mum and dad.
and challenges the women face that
Many of the children in i.HUG’s
the group derives its strength. Using
programs come from single-parent
their experiences they advise and
families. This had been a problem
encourage each other.
for i.HUG’s commitment to child
SUCCESS STORY The women in the
protection because the mothers can
group have grown in confidence
have difficult disciplining children
and we are registering a rise in their
and yet they themselves are hurt
esteem and perception. The women
and just don’t know what to do with
speak to each other, help build one
themselves. But it is the mothers that another, encourage and support
are absolutely involved, a
each other. It is
fact that is open for all to
rightly said that
see. It is mothers who apply
a problem half
and seek sponsorship for
shared is half
their children, and all our
solved and this
meetings and home visits are
is true in the
attended by 90% mothers.
support group.
This fact made us aware
The support
of the need to help these
group members
women come to a place
have become
where they can realize their
motivated to
worth. Since July 2010, a
help and are now
Support Group has been
concerned about
Ronald Lubali visits with a
family in one of the poorest
running, which provides
other women in
areas of Kabalagala
a forum where mothers
the community.
can talk and listen to
For example,
one another. It is a place
they have helped
where they can speak without being
their neighbors who have had marital
ashamed or feel disgraced and in
challenges and helped mothers
an atmosphere where they can be
develop other options of disciplining
listened to without being betrayed
children apart from beating them.
or misunderstood. The Support
The group members are now
Group is a forum where everyone can
looking forward to carrying out
relate to each other and support one
meetings in the community where
another with the idea that, “we are
they can invite other women.
all women and our challenges are the
same.” “Owenyumbambi ayimbila
mubabe” is a proverb commonly used
in the support group which loosely
translated means, “a bad singer
ihugfoundation.org
sings among their own”…it is okay to
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Stories from
the Children at
KCA

By Rebecca Page,
i.HUG Volunteer June-August 2011
Speaking to the children at
Kabalagala Community Academy, you
quickly discover just how different the
school is compared to other schools
the children here in Uganda have
experienced.
The children told me tales of
beatings that pupils receive in other
schools. This is what they could
expect, the children explained to me
very seriously, as they held out their
hand in a demonstration of what
would happen if they misbehaved
in class. In other schools, when the
fees stopped coming in, the children
would be dropped. One girl’s mother
taught her for two years at home with
nothing but a blackboard before she
was sponsored into KCA—an inspiring
example of the drive of a parent to
provide for her child.
All this left me astonished at
the challenges that the children in
i.HUG’s program have experienced,
and amazed at how they could still
love school after all this ill treatment.
Clearly it is because of the way KCA
treats its pupils that they love it so.
Other stories show what an
important role KCA has had for the
children’s families. There are many
stories of sick siblings who need
medication for illnesses we wouldn’t
bat an eye at in the west, yet due
to the cost, a parent would be hard
pressed to choose between paying
for their child’s education and their
child’s health. But with i.HUG’s help,
parents no longer have to make these
tough choices.
>
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“Stories From the Children...” cont.

The teachers
of the school also
provide support
and care, and show
an incredible drive
and dedication to
provide the kids the
skills they will need
in later life. The
A parent, Head Teacher Racheal Mwima,
Ronald Lubali, Andrew Asasira and KCA
children apply such
volunteer Robin Isab watch over a class filled
with i.HUG’s non-KCA children working hard on
intensity to their
their Gala 2011 art project.
work, and they’re so
eager and proud to
show off their learning, with so many
the past. This more than anything
of them wanting me to see their work. shows KCA has found a better way to
One can see this same intensity,
communicate with their pupils.
perhaps not surprisingly, at
There is no stifling of the
lunchtime. There is instant silence
children’s naturally exuberant
at meal times as the 88 children in
personalities, and it is here also
the school get down to the important
that the bright and vibrant side of
business of eating, with little need
the children come through. The
for supervision--and without the
older ones like to gather round and
hard discipline measures some of
talk, sharing with me what they love
the children had experienced in
and telling me about themselves.

Goofing off after school

However, some just like to stand and
listen, the little ones especially, and
I also found they love being tickled.
I discovered this after tickling one
for being cheeky and found that
soon after this, he had started being
cheeky just to be tickled.
The cheerfulness and the joy
of the children is inspiring. For
them, KCA provides consistency and
stability in their lives—it’s no wonder
they love the school. After spending
time and talking with these children
I was filled with the sense they
would go far, they just needed that
crucial chance. And with Kabalagala
Community Academy, that’s exactly
what they’re getting.

A nutritious and filling lunch; for
most, their only meal of the day.

Teacher Racheal Mwima and Teacher
Edwin Musisi enjoy some down time
with the students during recess

KCA students, ‘Here For Excellence’ and joy

The kids at KCA love having their photos taken

Teacher Michael Lubega and KCA volunteer
Michael Tenywa join some of the students for a
game of soccer during Friday’s Golden Hour.
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